During this time we expanded library hours, now
offering 67 total hours of operation per week
and have officially gone fine free as part of our
effort to remove barriers to library use.

"One of the special things about libraries
and librarians is that they dignify the
people who walk in.”
Eric Klinenberg, Palaces for the People

Through combined efforts with Beloved
Community, Johnson County Social Services,
BLM in School - Iowa, and other local agencies
we hosted a Children's March for Equality.
Giving local youth the opportunity to have their
voices heard.

The public library is often called a third place: a
place outside home and work for people to
connect, tell stories, share experiences, and
access information to meet their needs.
Libraries are one of the last public spaces in
society where all individuals are welcome and
are offered services at no financial cost and
with few questions asked.

As our FY22 story unfolds, we carry on seeking
innovative methods to serve you effectively
and with inclusivity. The North Liberty Library
staff strives to create an environment of
belonging where all persons are given dignity
and respect.
Our success wouldn’t be possible without

This year’s community report follows months of
what felt like continuous change and

invested community partners, staff, and most
importantly, you. Thank you!

adaptation. It follows a year of shared human
challenges including a health crisis, ongoing
social unrest, and economic hardship for many
individuals and businesses. Through all of that,
the library staff adjusted our service models to
swiftly and safely fulfill an array of information
needs of members of our community and to
find ways to provide human connection during a
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time of isolation for many.
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Launched our Adventure Pass Program providing
FREE access to Iowa attractions.
Added lockers for after hours material pick-up.
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Provided help with applications for Rent & Utility
Assistance Programs.
Conducted a Diversity Audit on 2600 books in our
teen collection.
Added cloudLibrary, another eBook and eAudio
platform; Brainfuse HelpNow, a free online
tutoring and educational service; ComicsPlus,
digital comics and graphic novels; and Niche
Academy, online tutorials.
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